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▪ Anything that fulfills human needs is called a resource.

▪Examples of resources are the air we breathe, the water we 
drink, the food we eat, the minerals we use, means of 
communication. 

▪Three main categories of resources: Natural, Human and 
Human made resources 



Click for video on Resources and the three types 
of resources - Human, Capital or human- made 
and Natural resources 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8uJQPo8yq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8uJQPo8yq0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8uJQPo8yq0


▪Natural resources are resources that are derived from 
nature and are used for variety of purposes. 



1. Biotic and Abiotic Resources
2. Ubiquitous and Localized Resources
3. Renewable and Non-renewable Resources
4. Actual and Potential Resources



➡ Biotic resources are resources that are derived from living 
things.
➡Abiotic resources are resources that are derived from non 
living things.



➡Ubiquitous resources are those resources that are 
found everywhere. 
➡Localized resources that  are found in specific 
places. 



➡Renewable resources are resources that can be 
regenerated after use in a short span of time. 
➡Non-renewable are those resources that take 
millions of years to regenerate.  



➡Actual resources are resources whose locations and 
quantity are known and we have technology to use them
➡Potential resources are those resources which are 
known to us but we don’t have technology to exploit and 
use them at present 



▪ People are the 
greatest and the 
most important 
resource of a country 
▪Educated and skilled 
people help in rapid 
development of a 
country





▪Resources created by 
human using their 
knowledge and expertise. 
▪Examples- 
buildings,machinery, 
railways, roads, ships, etc.



Human -made



➡Conservation of Resources is 
absolutely essential for the survival of 
life on earth.
➡Sustainable Development means we 
should use our resources carefully to 
meet our present requirements without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations .



Reasons why our Resources are depleting fast:
Deforestation, over mining,over fishing.







Now look at the questions and try to answer as many as you can. (Pages 19 
onwards are textbook questions and the same as those in the back of the 
lesson) 
You can check your answers in the following pages. 

Or you can go straight to the online quiz. Click Here. 

More resources available at www.littlestardimapur.com

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScwpPzQylaENoqzNYeEp1nxKs0iQOhJUjAKRN2OAO9uC2rciA/viewform?usp=sf_link
http://www.littlestardimapur.com


Text Book Exercises 
1.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words.
 (a) Leather is a ___  resource. 
 (b) Minerals like iron ore,copper, lead are  ___  resources. 
 (c) Abiotic resources  come from __ ___  things.
 (d) Minerals  that cannot be used because we do not have the technology to 
exploit them are called ____ resources. 
 (e) Education and skills  increase the value of ___  
2.Choose the correct answer. 
 (a) The resources derived from living things are called 
 (b) One of these is not an abiotic resource. 
 (c) One of these is not an example of a skilled human resource.
 (d)One of these is not a human made resource. 
 (e) The minerals which cannot be extracted because we do not have the 
technology to do so are an example of



                     3.Match the rows

 (a) Coal  - 

 (b)Motor Car  -

 (c)Sugarcane  - 

 (d) Doctors  - 

 (e)water  - 

4.Write true or false.

 a. Water is a renewable  resource. 

 b.Coal is a renewable resource. 

 c. Ubiquitous resources are found everywhere. 

 d.Potential resources are the resources which can be extracted easily. 

 e. We do not need to conserve resources. 



NOTES
5.Answer the following questions in one or two sentences 

 a.Name the main types of natural resources that exist on earth.

 b.What is a potential resource?

 c.What are human- made resources?

 d.What is sustainable development?

e.Why is sustainable development important?
6.Answer the following questions in four or five sentences.  
a.Explain renewable and Non-renewable resources with examples
b.Differentiate between Ubiquitous and Localized resources. 
c.What do you understand by an actual resource?
d.Why are human beings considered the most important resource for a 
country?
e.Why is conservation of resources important?



Extra Questions 
1.Differentiate between biotic and abiotic resources. 

2.Give some examples of man made resources. 

3.What are natural resources?

4.What is a resource?

5.Name the three main categories of resources. 

 



Exercises -Answers  

1.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words.
 (a) Leather is a biotic  resource. 
 (b) Minerals like iron ore,copper, lead are  Localized  resources. 
 (c) Abiotic resources  come from non- living  things.
 (d) Minerals  that cannot be used because we do not have the technology to 
exploit them are called potential resources. 
 (e) Education and skills  increase the value of human resources. 



Exercises -Answers  

2.Choose the correct answer. 
 (a) The resources derived from living things are called 
     (iii)biotic resources 
 (b) One of these is not an abiotic resource. 
     ((iii) humans
 (c) One of these is not an example of a skilled human resource.
    (iii) porter
 (d)One of these is not a human made resource. 
    (i) Sundarban Delta
 (e) The minerals which cannot be extracted because we do not have the 
technology to do so are an example of
    ( i) potential resource 



3.Match the rows.

 (a) Coal  - (iv) non – renewable resource 

 (b)Motor Car  - (iii) human made resource 

 (c)Sugarcane  - ( i) biotic resource 

 (d) Doctors  - (v) Human resources 

 (e)water  - (ii) renewable resource 

4.Write true or false.

 a. Water is a renewable  resource. True

 b.Coal is a renewable resource. False

 c. Ubiquitous resources are found everywhere. True

 d.Potential resources are the resources which can be extracted easily. False

 e. We do not need to conserve resources. False



NOTES
5.Answer the following questions in one or two sentences 

 a.Name the main types of natural resources that exist on earth.

  Ans. The main types of natural resources that exist on  earth  are biotic 
and abiotic resources, Localized and ubiquitous resources, renewable and 
Non-renewable resources  and actual and potential resources. 

 b.What is a potential resource?

  Ans.Potential resources are those resource which are known to us but 
we do not have sufficient technology to used them at present but we may 
be able to utilize them in future. 

 c.What are human- made resources?

 Ans. Human – made resources are resources made by human being 
using their knowledge and expertise. 

 



NOTES

 d.What is sustainable development?

 Ans.Sustainable development means using the resources carefully to meet the 
needs of the present generation and at the same time conserving for future 
generation.

e.Why is sustainable development important?

 Ans. Sustainable development is important as it fulfills the need of the people, 
helps in the coordination between  natural resources and people,conserves 
natural resources for future generation.



6.Answer the following questions in four or five sentences. 
  
a.Explain renewable and Non-renewable resources with examples. 
 Ans. Renewable resources are those resources that can be regenerated 
after use in a short period  of time. Example Solar energy, air and water.
         Non-renewable resources are resources that take millions of years to 
regenerate. Examples coal, petroleum, natural gas.
b.Differentiate between Ubiquitous and Localized resources. 
 Ans. Ubiquitous resources are those resources that are found everywhere. 
Example air,water,land,sunlight. 
           Whereas Localized resources are those resources found in specific 
places.Example Petroleum, coal,minerals.



c.What do you understand by an actual resource?
 Ans. Actual resources are those resources whose location and quantity are 
known.These resources are being used in the present. Minerals deposits of the 
Chota Nagpur plateau is an example of actual resources. 
d.Why are human beings considered the most important resource for a 
country?
 Ans.Human beings are the most important resource for a country because we have 
the skills,knowledge  and technology to make the best used of resources and also 
create more valuable resources. Educated and skilled people help in the rapid 
development of a country. 



e.Why is conservation of resources important?

 Ans.Conservation of resources is important because resources are part of our life 
support system. Deforestation, over-mining, overfishing are some of the many 
reasons why our resources are depleting at a very high rate and will get exhausted 
very soon.So it is very important to conserve resources to protect the environment 
from having an adverse effect.

Extra Questions and Answers 

1.Differentiate between biotic and abiotic resources. 

  Ans.Biotic resources are those resources derived from living things.Example 
plants and animals. 

             Whereas Abiotic resources are those resources that are derived from non- 
living things.Example minerals, water.



2.Give some examples of man made resources. 

Ans. Some examples  of man made resources are machinery,railways,roads, ships etc.

3.What are natural resources?

 Ans.Natural resources are resources that are derived from nature and are used for 
variety of purposes. Example sunshine,air,water,soil,plants.

4.What is a resource?

 Ans.Anything that fulfills human needs is called a resource. 

5.Name the three main categories of resources. 

Ans.The three main categories of resources are:-

        (a) Natural resources 

        (b) Human resources 

        (c) Human made resources 


